invented, and pursue new careers that haven't now, we believe it is our responsibility to train. Not only do we make sure you're job ready hands on experience and transferable skills for jobs in this new, changing world where In today's world things move quickly.  

The Chadstone campus was opened in 1982 offering a comprehensive range of building programs. Today the Chadstone campus has a diverse range of course offerings. It is home to some of Victoria's best specialist graphic design studios, 25,000 square meters of building workshops, an information Commons and ceramic art studios.

Getting here
The Chadstone campus is located on the corner of Warrigal Road and Batesford Road in Chadstone, a short drive from the Warrigal Road exit of the Monash Freeway. Paid parking is available on campus.

Public transport
The Chadstone campus is adjacent to Holmegegan train station on the Glen Waverley line, and is accessible by various bus routes.

This new educational precinct contains the latest technology and equipment, including high end Mac labs, design studios and a textiles studio. Most importantly, it has a fresh new style of flexible courses that allow you to continue work and study.

The City campus is one among an interesting, modern courses that test the limits of knowledge required and expected by industry in today's world.

Getting here
The City campus is located on the corner of St Kilda Road and Dorcas Street Southbank, opposite the Shrine of Remembrance.

Public transport
The City campus is easily accessible from Flinders Street Station by foot, or a number of tram lines. A number of bus services also stop near the campus.

In the heart of the bustling area of Melbourne, Holmesglen in a micro city. The Chadstone campus is a hive of activity. The Chadstone campus provides specialist facilities including hospitality kitchens and the student training restaurant. There are also computer science and technology workshops. The campus also features the student training technology, state-of-the-art health science facilities including a four ward simulated hospital, a simulation centre and museum, biochemistry and allied health laboratories.

Getting here
The Chadstone campus is located at 488 South Road, between the Nepean Highway and East Boundary Road. Paid parking is available on campus.

Public transport
The Chadstone campus is a short walk from Chadstone train station on the Frankston line, and is accessible by various bus routes.

PRE-APPRENTICESHIPS
If you're unsure about which apprenticeship to do, consider a pre-apprenticeship. These courses teach you the basic skills of an industry, so you get a taste of what the apprenticeship and working in the field will be like.

Apprenticeships are taught on campus and are conducted in workshops which are set up just like a work site. This means you get hands on skills and training with our passionate teachers who have experience in the industry.

Completing a pre-apprenticeship can be a real advantage if you decide to take on the full time commitment of an apprenticeship. It can reduce the length of your apprenticeship and working in the field will be like.
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